
Design for Production 

Final 

Due:  Analysis and Research – April 30
th

  

 Final Design – May 12
th

 at 2:15 

 

As a group, please choose one of the three provided tales.  

 

Analysis - 25points  

(One document from the group, each person pick two questions) 

Please answer the following questions: 

1. What is the culture surrounding the folk tale? What is the main traditional method 

of passing these tales along?  

2. Are there any other folk tales with similar characters or situations as your tale? 

3. What is meaning behind the tale? Why is this tale important? 

4. How do you plan on presenting this tale – traditional, modern? If modern, why? 

5. How are you going to represent the non-human elements? How are you going to 

represent the culture of origin? 

6. Who is the audience? Why? 

 

Research - 25points  

(One powerpoint for the group, everyone works on the two group areas, individuals work 

on the assigned design area) 

 

Group area: 

1. 20 images from the culture – especially art, environment, and historical (even if 

you are setting it modern, what does the culture look like today) Choose images 

that will inform your overall design. 

Individual design areas (you only need to find images for your specific areas): 

1. 10 conceptual/emotive images 

2. 10 practical images (inspiration for light looks, physical objects, clothing pieces, 

etc.)  

 

The Design – 100 points individual design, 50 for the collective design. See specific 

rubric for each area. 

 

Set Design:  A painted model (don’t forget the figure and the floor) and a ground plan. 

 

Costume Design: 5 costume renderings, laid out in the standard format. YOU MAY NOT 

USE A TEMPLATE. 

 

Lighting Design: Written description and renderings for 5 lighting“looks,” and a light 

plot. 

 

 

Peer Review – 50 points. Your partners will grade your involvement/work on the 

project.



Design For Performance 

Scenic Design 

Grading Rubric 

 

100 points total 

 

    

  Yes (10 pts) Well done and neat model box? 

  Somewhat (5pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Does the design reflect your research? 

  Somewhat (5pts)  

  No (0pts)  

 

  Yes (10 pts) Is there a ground plan included? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts)  

 

  Yes (10 pts) Is it in color? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Does the design have a good spatial flow? Entrances and exits,  

  Somewhat (5 pts) especially. 

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Are the set pieces well-made? Neat? Well painted? Is the  

  Somewhat (5 pts) material chose appropriate?  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Does the set tell the visual story of the folk tale? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Does the set relate to the culture of the folk tale? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (20 pts) Does the set design portray the spirit/interior life of the folk  

  Somewhat (10 pts) tale? 

  No (0pts) 

 

 

 



Design For Performance 

Costume Design 

Grading Rubric 

 

100 points total 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Well done and neat costume renderings? Sense of presentation? 

  Somewhat (5pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Does the design reflect your research? 

  Somewhat (5pts)  

  No (0pts)  

 

  Yes (10 pts) Correct layout? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts)  

 

  Yes (10 pts) Are the drawings complete? Hair, shoes, masks, completely  

  Somewhat (5 pts) rendered clothing? HANDS AND FEET! 

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Do the renderings portray color, texture, pattern, line weight? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Is there characterization for the design? Will the viewer  

  Somewhat (5 pts) understand who these characters are and what they mean? 

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Do the costumes tell the visual story of the folk tale? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Do the costumes relate to the culture of the folk tale? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (20 pts) Does the costume design portray the spirit/interior life of the  

  Somewhat (10 pts) folk tale? 

  No (0pts) 

 

 

 



Design For Performance 

Lighting Design 

Grading Rubric 

 

100 points total 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Well done and neat renderings?  

  Somewhat (5 pts) Are the pages clearly and neatly labeled with your name and  

  No (0pts) 

 

scene? 

  Yes (10 pts) Does the design reflect the research? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Do the renderings show color and texture? Highlight and  

  Somewhat (5 pts) shadow? 

  No (0pts) 

 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Is the light plot neat and show direction and gel numbers? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Do the lights tell the visual story of the folk tale? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (10 pts) Do the lights relate to the culture/locale of the folk tale? 

  Somewhat (5 pts)  

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (20 pts) Does the lighting portray the spirit/interior life of the  

  Somewhat (10 pts) folk tale? 

  No (0pts) 

 

 

  Yes (20pts) Is your written descriptions reflective of your ideas about the  

  Somewhat (10pts) scene? Do the descriptions include: 

  No (0pts)  

   Color (foreground and background) 

   Direction of the light 

   Intensity of the light 

   Diffuseness of the light 

   What you are trying to portray with this particular light choice? 

 



Design for Performance 

Collaborative Design 

50 points 

 
  Yes (50 pts) Do all of the elements of the design look like they are from the  

  Somewhat (25 pts) same production? 

  No (0pts) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


